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Africa must unite

By Mwalimu Julius K Nyerere

Edited excerpts from a public lecture delivered in Accra to mark Ghana’s fortieth Independence Day anniversary celebrations

FORTY YEARS AGO the people of Ghana celebrated the raising of the flag of their independence for the first time. Throughout Africa people celebrated - in solidarity with Ghana but also for themselves. For the liberation of Africa was a single struggle with many fronts.

Ghana’s independence from colonial rule in 1957 was recognised for what it was: the beginning of the end of colonialism for the whole of Africa. For centuries we had been oppressed and humiliated as Africans. We were hunted and enslaved as Africans, and we were colonized as Africans.

The humiliation of Africans became the glorification of the others. So we felt our African-ness. We knew that we were one people, and that we had one destiny regardless of the artificial boundaries which colonialist had invented. Since we were humiliated as Africans we had to be liberated as Africans.

So forty years ago we recognised your independence as the first triumph in Africa’s struggle for freedom and dignity. It was the first success of our demand to be accorded the international respect which is accorded free peoples.

Ghana was the beginning, our first liberated zone. Thirty-seven years later - in 1994 - we celebrated our final triumph when apartheid was crushed and Nelson Mandela was installed as the President of South Africa. Africa’s long struggle for freedom was over.

But Ghana was more than just the beginning. Ghana inspired and deliberately spearheaded the independence struggle of the rest of Africa. I was a student in Edinburgh University when Kwame Nkrumah was released from prison to be Leader of Government Business in his first elected government. The deportment of the Gold Coast students changed. The way they carried themselves up - the way they talked to us and others, the way they looked at the world at large, changed overnight. They even looked different. They were not arrogant, they were not overbearing, they were not aloof, but they were proud, already they felt free and they exuded that quiet pride of self-confidence of freedom without which humanity is incomplete.

And so five years later when the Gold Coast became independent, Kwame Nkrumah invited us, the leaders of the various liberation movements in Africa, to come and celebrate with you. I was among the many invitees. Then Nkrumah made the famous declaration, that Ghana’s independence was meaningless unless the whole of Africa was liberated from colonial rule.

Kwame Nkrumah went into action almost immediately. In the following year he called the Liberation Movements to Ghana to discuss the common strategy for the liberation of the continent from colonialism. In preparation for the African Peoples Conference, those of us in East and Central Africa met in Mwanza in Tanganyika, to discuss our possible contribution to the forthcoming conference. That conference lit the liberation torch throughout colonial Africa.

Kwame Nkrumah was your leader, but he was our leader too: for he was an African leader. People are not gods. Even the best have their faults, and the faults of the great can be very big. So Kwame Nkrumah had his faults. But he was great in a purely positive sense. He was a visionary. He thought big, but he thought big for Ghana and its people and for Africa and its people. He had a great dream for Africa and its peoples. He had the well-being of our peoples at heart. He was no looter. He
Shakespeare wrote that the evil that men do lives after them, but good is oft interred with their bones.

Another five years later, in May 1963, thirty-two independent African States met in Addis Ababa, founded the Organisation of African Unity, and established the liberation Committee of the new organisation, charging it with the duty of co-ordinating the liberation struggle in those parts of Africa still under colonial rule.

The following year, 1964, the OAU met in Cairo. That Cairo summit is remembered mainly for the declaration of the Heads of States of independent Africa to respect the borders inherited from colonialism. The principle of non-interference in internal affairs of member states of the OAU had been enshrined in the Charter itself, respect for the borders inherited from colonialism comes from the Cairo Declaration of 1964.

**OAU founding fathers loathed balkanization of the continent into small unviable states, most of which had borders which did not make ethnic or geographical sense**

In 1965, the OAU met in Accra. That summit is not well remembered as the founding summit in 1963, or the Cairo summit of 1964. The fact that Kwame Nkrumah did not last long as Head of State of Ghana after that summit may have contributed to the comparative obscurity of that important summit.

But I want to suggest that the reason why we do not talk much about that summit is probably psychological: it was a failure. That failure still haunts us today.

The founding fathers of the OAU had set themselves two major objectives: the total liberation of our continent from colonialism and settler minorities, and the unity of Africa.

The first objective was expressed through immediate establishment of the Liberation Committee by the founding Summit. The second objective was expressed in the name of the Organisation - it is the Organisation of African Unity.

Critics could say that the Charter of itself, with its great emphasis on the sovereign independence of each member state, combined with the Cairo Declaration on the sanctity of the inherited borders, makes it look like the 'Organisation of African Disunity'. But that would be carrying criticism too far and ignoring the objective reasons which led to the principles of non-interference in the Cairo Declaration.

What the founding fathers - certainly a hard core of them - had in mind was genuine desire to move Africa towards greater unity. We loathed balkanization of the continent into small unviable states, most of which had borders which did not make ethnic or geographical sense. The Cairo Declaration was prompted by a profound realisation of the absurdity of those borders. It was quite clear that some adventurers would try to change those borders by force of arms. Indeed, it was already happening. Ethiopia and Somalia were at war over inherited borders.

Kwame Nkrumah was opposed to balkanization as much as he was opposed to colonialism in Africa. To him and to a number of us, the two - Balkanization and Colonization - were twins. Genuine liberation of Africa had to attack both twins. A struggle against colonialism must go hand in hand with a struggle against the balkanization of Africa.

Kwame Nkrumah was the great crusader for African unity. He wanted the Accra summit of 1965 to establish a Union Government for the whole of independent Africa. But we failed. The one minor reason is that Kwame, like all great believers, underestimated the degree of suspicion and animosity which his crusading passion had created among a substantial number of his fellow Heads of States. The major reason was linked to the first: already too many of us had a vested interest in keeping Africa divided.

Prior to independence of Tanganyika, I had been advocating that East African countries should federate and then achieve independence as a single political unit. I had said publicly that I was willing to delay Tanganyika's independence in order to enable all three mainland countries to achieve their independence together as a single federated state. I made the suggestion because of my fear, proved correct by later events, that it would be very difficult to unite our countries if we let them achieve independence separately.
Once you multiply national anthems, national flags and national passports, seats at the United Nations, and individual entitling to 21 guns salute, not to speak of a host of ministers, Prime Ministers, and envoys, you would have a whole army of powerful people with invested interests in keeping Africa balkanized. That was what Nkrumah encountered in 1965.

After the failure to establish the Union Government at the Accra Summit of 1965, I heard one Head of State express with relief that he was happy to be returning home to his country still Head of State. To this day I cannot tell whether he was serious or joking. But he may well have been serious, because Kwame Nkrumah was very serious and the fear of a number of us to lose our precious status was quite palpable.

But I never believed that the 1965 Accra summit would have established a Union Government for Africa. When I say that we failed, that is not what I mean, for that clearly was an unrealistic objective for a single summit. What I mean is that we did not even discuss a mechanism for pursuing the objective of a politically united Africa. We had a Liberation Committee already. We should have at least have a Unity Committee or undertaken to establish one. We did not. And after Kwame Nkrumah was removed from the African political scene nobody took up the challenge again.

So my remaining remarks have a confession and a plea. The confession is that we of the first generation leaders of independent Africa have not pursued the objective of African Unity with vigour, commitment and sincerity that it deserves. Yet that does not mean that unity is now irrelevant.

Does the experience of the last three or four decades of Africa’s independence dispel the need for African Unity? With our success in the liberation struggle, Africa today has 53 independent states, 21 more than those which met in Addis Ababa in May 1963. If numbers were horses, Africa today would be riding high! Africa would be the strongest continent in the world, for it occupies more seats in the UN General Assembly than any other continent. Yet the reality is that ours is the poorest and weakest continent in the world. And our weakness is pathetic.

Unity will not end our weakness, but until we unite, we cannot even begin to end that weakness.

So this is my plea to the new generation of African leaders and African peoples: work for unity with firm conviction that without unity there is no future for Africa. That is, of course, assuming that we still want to have a place under the sun.

I reject the glorification of the nation-state which we have inherited from colonialism, and the artificial nations we are trying to forge from that inheritance. We are all Africans trying very hard to be Ghanaians or Tanzanians. Fortunately for Africa we have not been completely succeeded.

The outside world hardly recognises our Ghanaian-ness or Tanzanian-ness. What the outside world recognises about us is our African-ness.

Hitler was a German, Mussolini was an Italian, Franco was a Spaniard, Salazar was Portuguese, Stalin was a Russian or a Georgian. Nobody expected Churchill to be ashamed of Hitler. He was probably ashamed of Chamberlain. Nobody expected Charles de Gaulle to be ashamed of Hitler, he was probably ashamed of Chamberlain.

A new generation of self-respecting Africans should spit in the face of anybody who suggests that our continent should remain divided in the shame of colonialism.

ashamed of Hitler, he was probably ashamed of the complicity of Vichy. It is Germans, and Italians and Spaniards and Portuguese who feel uneasy about those dictators in their respective countries.

Not so in Africa. Idi Amin was in Uganda. Jean Bokassa was in Central Africa, but of Africans. Some of the dictators are still active in their respective countries, but they are all of Africa. They are all Africans, and all perceived by the outside world as Africans.

When I travel outside Africa the description of me as former President of Tanzania is a fleeting affair. It does not stick. Apart from the ignorant who sometimes asked me whether Tanzania was Johannesburg, even to those who knew better, what stuck in the minds of my hosts was the fact of my African-ness. So I had to answer questions about the atrocities of the Amins and the Bokassas of Africa.

Mrs Ghandi did not have to answer questions about the atrocities of the Marcosses of...
The second phase of the liberation of Africa is going to be much harder than the first. 
But it can be done. 
It must be done. 
Empower Africa through unity, and Africa shall be free, strong and prosperous.

Asia. Nor does Fidel Castro have to answer questions about the atrocities of the Somozas of Latin America. But when I travel or meet foreigners, I have to answer questions about Somalia, Liberia, Rwanda, Burundi and Zaire, as in the past I used to answer questions about Mozambique, Angola, Zimbabwe, Namibia or South Africa.

And the way I was perceived is the way most of my fellow Heads of State were perceived. And that is the way you are all being perceived. So accepting the fact that we are Africans gives you a much more worthwhile challenge than the current desperate attempts to fossilize Africa into the wounds inflicted upon it by the vultures of imperialism.

Do not be proud of your shame. Reject the return to the tribe, there is richness of culture out there which we must do everything we can to preserve and share. But it is utter madness to think that if these artificial, unviable states which we are trying to create are broken up into tribal components and we turn those into nation states we might save ourselves.

That kind of political and social atavism spell catastrophe for Africa. It would be the end of any kind of genuine development for Africa. It would fossilize Africa into a worse state than the one in which we are. The future of Africa, the modernization of Africa that has a place in the 21st century is linked up with its decolonization and detribalization. Tribal atavism would be giving up any hope for Africa. And of all the sins that Africa can commit, the sin of despair would be the most unforgivable.

Reject the nonsense of dividing African peoples into Anglophones, Francophones and Lusophones. This attempt to divide our peoples according to the language of their former colonial masters must be rejected with the firmness and utter contempt that it richly deserves. The natural owners of those wonderful languages are busy building a united Europe. But Europe is strong, even without unity. It has less need of unity and the strength that comes from unity than Africa.

A new generation of self-respecting Africans should spit in the face of anybody who suggests that our continent should remain divided and fossilized in the shame of colonialism in order to satisfy the national pride of our former colonial masters.

Africa must unite! This was the title of one Kwame Nkrumah's books. That call is more urgent today than ever before. Together, we the peoples of Africa will be incomparably stronger internationally than we are now with our multiplicity of unviable states. The needs of our separate countries can be, and are being, ignored by the rich and powerful. The result is that Africa is marginalised when international decisions affecting our vital interests are made.

Unity will not make us rich, but it can make it difficult for Africa and the African peoples to be disregarded and humiliated. And it will therefore increase the effectiveness of the decisions we make and try to implement for our development.

My generation led Africa to political freedom. The current generation of leaders and peoples of Africa must pick up the flickering torch of African freedom, refuel it with their enthusiasm and determination, and carry it forward.
Independence: Past, Present & Future
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Looking back
How Independence was won
Kwame Nkrumah's Pan-African vision

Africa Today
Statehood and development

Wednesday, October 29
Way forward
Economic versus political freedom
Business in Africa

Into the New Millennium
New horizons for Africa
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☐ I wish to receive further information about africa at 40? programmes
☐ I wish to contribute a Conference paper (to be published later in africa 40? Manifesto) on

PLEASE TICK:

- Education
- Human Rights
- African Diaspora
- Culture
- Governance
- Literature
- Science & Development
- Politics
- Ethnic Strife
- Independence Typology (Anglophone/Francophone/Lusophone)
- The Arts
- Africa in the New World Order
- Media in Africa
- Foreign Debts
- Economic Development
- Gender Issues and Development
- Environment & Development

Papers should be focused on Independence: Past, Present & Future, between 3000 - 4000 words in length, and be received in London by mid-August

Responses to: Ad'Obe Obe, Co-ordinator
81 Appach Road, London SW2 2LE, UK,
tel [44] 0181 674 2583, fax 0181 265 7857 e-mail: obe@dircon.co.uk
Africa at 40?

Dateline March 6, 1957:
THE FIRST BLACK AFRICAN COUNTRY
BECOMES FREE FROM COLONIAL RULE!

It was a watershed in Black Consciousness. It was a turning point in modern African history. And it was celebrated all over the world.

The architect of that milestone, Kwame Nkrumah, told the world:

“We have for too long been the victims of foreign domination. For too long we have had no say in the management of our own affairs in deciding our own destinies. Now the times have changed, and today we are the masters of our own fate”

The global jubilation that greeted Ghana’s independence was echoed thirty-seven years later when colonialism made its dramatic exit from the continent with South Africa’s liberation, and Nelson Mandela declared:

"Never! Never! and never again, shall it be that this beautiful land will experience the oppression of one by the other and suffer the indignity of being the skunk of the world."

In the words of veteran Pan-Africanist Mwalimu Julius Nyerere:

“Ghana was our first liberated zone. Thirty-seven years later we celebrated our final triumph when apartheid was crushed. Africa’s long struggle was over!”
Africa at 40? Programme

To mark the fortieth anniversary of the beginning of Pan-African freedom, Africa at 40? Committee is organising a major international conference in London with the overall theme of:

**Independence: Past, Present & Future**

**OBJECTIVES**

Africa - the continent shaped like a question mark - has been inhabited longer than any other continent. Africa was re-born in modern world history by the combined impact of the transatlantic slave trade and colonisation.

The Conference will critically look at the short but very eventful history of Post-colonial Africa:
- where has the continent come from?
- where it is now?
- where is it heading?

The Conference will:
* Induce reflection on Africa's recent history
* Engage African leaders in discussing their aspirations for the continent
* Engage world opinion on Africa's global relationships.
* Map out survival strategy for Africa's future

"I find the initiative most timely"
OAU Secretary General, Salim A Salim

Africa at 40? Patron

"I most welcome the opportunity which the initiative will provide to assess the progress of the Continent at the turn of the century"
Commonwealth Secretary General, Chief Emeka Anyaoku

Africa at 40? Patron
PARTICIPATION
* African leaders (several of whom will be attending the October Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in Edinburgh)

* International personalities who shared in the spirit of March 6th 1957 and have since continued to play active roles in the march towards total liberation of Africa.

* Delegations from Africa, Europe and USA

* Representatives of major NGOs,

* International mixture of politicians, historians, political scientists, economists, intellectuals and artists.

LONDON AS VENUE
* Participation in the UK Year of The Commonwealth

* The first Pan-African Congress took place in London in 1919. Twenty-six years later, Kwame Nkrumah was present at the Fifth Pan-African Congress (in Manchester) that issued The Challenge to the Colonial Powers: "We will fight in every way we can for freedom, democracy and social betterment'. The Fifth Pan-African Congress was the pacemaker of decolonisation in Africa and British West Indies.

* Concurrence with October as Black History Month, sponsored by London local governments for more than a decade to develop awareness of the history of Black people in Britain.

"I strongly agree that such a conference could be of value, not only to review the changes that have taken place during the last forty years, but also to consider the best way forward for Africa, which has lagged behind other parts of the world in certain directions - a situation that must not be allowed to prevail"

Rt Hon Lord Callaghan of Cardiff KG

Africa at 40? Patron
MONDAY 27 OCTOBER - OPENING NIGHT
Independence Gala

Deliberations will be in four conference sessions.
Each main session will be devoted to a Sub-theme of the Conference and will consist of:
* A Keynote speech  * Presentation of key Conference Papers  * General Discussions

TUESDAY 28 OCTOBER
Looking back
How Independence was won
Kwame Nkrumah's Pan-African vision

Africa Today
Statehood as legacy of Colonialism
African nations/societies today

WEDNESDAY 29 OCTOBER
Way forward
Economic versus political freedom
Busniess in Africa

Into The New Millennium
New horizons for Africa

CONFERENCE PAPERS
Commissioned papers will contribute to the main themes.

Range of topics will cover:
Education
Human Rights
African Diaspora
Culture
Governance
Literature
Science & Development
Reparation
Politics
Ethnic Strife

Independence Typology (Anglophone/
Francophone/Lusophone)
The Arts
Africa in the New World Order
Media in Africa
Foreign Debts
Economic Development
Gender Issues and Development
Environment & Development.

LEADERSHIP FORUM: A panel discussion on The Spirit Of Freedom And Governance In Africa Today

PUBLICATION: Africa at 40? Declaration Post-conference publication that will capture the spirit of the entire season as expressed by African leaders, the conference papers, records of the proceedings of the conference, and highlights of supporting events. In short, Africa's manifesto for the coming millennium. The publications will be circulated worldwide to participants, media and educational organisations and all major institutions.
THE ORGANISATION

Africa at 40? is a registered charitable company limited by guarantee. The company is constituted by Africa at 40? Committee, an international network of individuals and representatives of participating organisations committed to the successful implementation of the historic programme.

London-based Executive Committee makes decisions on the programmes with respect to finance, organisation, co-ordination, marketing and public relations. Also, there are: Conference Action Committee, Art & Culture Committee, and Finance Committee.

The decisions of the Executive Committee are implemented in the Africa at 40? Secretariat by the Co-ordinator.

All members of Africa at 40? Committee are kept informed of the progress through a regular newsletter.

Patrons of Africa at 40? are eminent individuals who wish to associate with and support the programme.

SPONSORSHIP

Africa at 40? is seeking sponsorship from Government and Non-Government organisations, grant-giving bodies, trusts, foundations, individuals and corporate sponsors. The listed sponsors have provided invaluable support for the momentum of the initiative.

PATRONS

Rt Hon Lord Callaghan of Cardiff, KG
H.E. Salim Ahmed Salim OAU Secretary-General
H.E. Chief Emeka Anyaoku Commonwealth Secretary General
Professor Adebayo Adedeji
Dr Ntatho Motlana
Lord Gifford, QC

SPONSORS

United Nations Development Programme
Catholic Fund for Overseas Development
Commonwealth Foundation
Channel Four Television

PARTICIPATING ORGANISATIONS

The Pan-Africa Movement
Africa Leadership Forum
The Mozambique-Angola Committee
The Africa Centre
The Commonwealth Institute
African Centre for Development & Strategic Studies
Africa At The Pictures
Institute For Africa Alternatives
School Of Oriental & African Studies
African & Caribbean Music Circuit
Scotland-Africa '97
The Drum Centre
Bandung
Constituency For Africa, USA
Black History Month

Africa at 40? Committee

Chief Raph Uwechue [Chairman], Michael Wolters [Vice Chairman], Ahmed Rajab [Vice Chairman],
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